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In Hiring the Heavens, Jean Slatter turns abstract expressions, such as "God is within you" and "ask

and you shall receive" into something more concrete, more immediate and real. She suggests

readers recognize themselves as part of the divine plan of creation and teaches them to simply

believe that the "angels for hire" can help them solve problems, both small ("jewel sleuth" to find

missing pearls or "spiritual connoisseur" to find a great restaurant) and large ("romance committee"

or "spiritual employment counselor"). While written in a light-hearted style, the book is based on the

serious concept that everyone is part of "God" and that, like parents, God expects everyone at some

point to grow up spiritually and take charge, and that the heavens will support the process if called

upon. Using personal stories and real-world examples, Slatter shows how she transformed her life

by "hiring the heavens" &#151; and how the reader can, too.
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Armed with my celestial work force, I am prepared for any challenge. This book taught me to work

with angels. -- JoAnn Meagher, San Jose, CA. 2004Hiring The Heavens has changed my life

tremendously! I am now empowered to make decisions and to take action. -- Anne Boleyn Bergfield,

Fort Worth, TX 2004What a powerful experience! I am giving out "Hiring The Heavens" as gifts. --

Carla Leede, Edmonds, WA 2004What an incredible book! I thank you from my heart for Hiring The

Heavens and its wonderful message. -- Jeff Emrich, Dallas, TX 2004Wow! Thank-you for writing

such a great book! I was flabbergasted by this process. It is amazing. -- Donna McLellan, 2003

--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.



BRINGING HEAVEN DOWN TO EARTH Do you feel connected to Spirit? I&#x92;m not talking

about a religious background or affiliation. I&#x92;m talking about being connected to the power of

the Heavens&#x97;and bringing it right down here to Earth to use in your everyday life. For many

people, spiritual connection means going to church and praying. And even though they may believe

they have a soul or spirit within, they feel separate from the power of the Universe. They can

worship it and form religions around it, but it remains outside of them. Only in times of crisis or noble

cause do they feel justified in calling upon that power&#x97;and even then they believe the

response (or lack thereof) is entirely up to God. The fact is, even those of us who believe in our

oneness with Spirit often find it difficult to envision such a tremendous force as a tangible, viable

energy in our daily lives. The idea that God is within each and every one of us may be inspiring, but

it&#x92;s just pretty prose unless we can somehow get it into bite-sized pieces. What we really

need is a way to make our lives better. To be happier and more at ease, find a fulfilling job, create a

great marriage, help our kids, be a good friend, make payments, reduce the stress in our lives. You

know, get through the day with as much grace and wisdom as possible.  We need help with the real

stuff in our lives&#x97;the ups and downs and challenges and yearnings we experience every day.

If the power of the Heavens can&#x92;t be brought down to that level, then what earthly use is it? I

don&#x92;t expect to be creating planets anytime soon, do you? It&#x92;s amazing, really. Many of

us believe we are divine vessels in physical form, and yet take any mundane human problem, such

as a bill that needs to be paid or a deadline that&#x92;s too close, and suddenly we forget all about

that. We were born with the power that created the world, and yet we fall apart when we have to

create a workable schedule! Somehow our true nature gets buried under the constant hum of our

busy minds, our busy lives, and our busy fears. Even with all the poetic reassurance of the

omnipotent support within us that&#x92;s provided by popular religion these days, we still feel

alone. But what if it could be different? Let&#x92;s explore a shift in perception that will make your

connection to the creative force of the Heavens so real you can reach out and grasp it. One that will

turn familiar but abstract expressions, such as "God is within you" and "Ask and you shall receive,"

into something immediate and real. Suddenly the expansive power of the Universe, which had

seemed so impossible to relate to, will be sitting right in the palm of your hand. No longer will God

seem like a lofty king choosing among the myriad of prayers drifting His way. Instead, He&#x97;and

all of the Heavens&#x97;will become your ally and confidante, sitting right beside you and

supporting your every intention.  In these pages you&#x92;ll discover a fresh, revitalized way of

looking at spirituality that will ever so gently bring God down to Earth. And consider this: What if



that&#x92;s exactly where He&#x92;s always wanted to be? What if He&#x92;s been calling to you

all along, reminding you that you are an extension of Him, and that as such it is your

prerogative&#x97;no, your God-given mission&#x97;to take command of this omnipresent power?

As far as I&#x92;m concerned, the single most important message in this book is this: BY DIVINE

DESIGN WE ARE CREATORS, AND IT IS OUR BIRTHRIGHT&#x97;INDEED, OUR

DIRECTIVE&#x97;TO JOYFULLY WIELD THE POWER OF THE UNIVERSE. This bears repeating.

I&#x92;m saying that we are extensions of the creative energy of the Universe, and that this vast

resource is always available to us&#x97;without restrictions. I&#x92;m saying that the same

creative force that existed from the beginning of time is our essential nature. I&#x92;m saying that

flowing through each and every one of us is a dynamic energy that is ours to use deliberately to

create the life we desire. Its potential is unlimited, unbounded&#x97;and it belongs to each of us.

When we see ourselves as divinely sanctioned creators, something quite amazing happens. The

transformation is unmistakable. Life is lived from a different vantage point. We recognize our

authority to summon the vast resources of the Heavens and all of the eager spiritual assistance

that&#x92;s available for everything we do. We discover that all conceivable tasks can be facilitated

and orchestrated, and all conceivable problems can be solved, by our connection to this incredible

power. With this new awareness we can shape our lives on purpose, creating joy and fulfillment with

such ease that it feels like a miracle. Forevermore our lives can be a deliberate, joyful expression of

the infinite Source of all creation and possibilities. Heaven can finally be brought down to Earth. And

it&#x92;s really quite simple. It&#x92;s as near as your next thought&#x97;or even closer. Even if

you read no more than the first few chapters of this book, your life can be changed forever. As

Oliver Wendell Holmes said, "A mind stretched by a new idea can never go back to its original

dimensions." Are you ready to have your mind stretched? --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

Talk about a mind shift! I can have helpers? I have begun my Cosmic "Hot Mess" Committee and let

me tell you, even after two days... Wow! No. No one dropped a million dollars on my porch, but

things just seem to work and flow smoother. There is more joy. It's good to be in the flow!The read

is quick, fun, and easy, and you really have nothing to lose.... Except your own roadblocks to

happiness and joy.

this book was suggested to me as a good spiritual reading and support.she was right. not being

exceptionally religious i am spiritual and found this book to be very helpful. when i began the book i



wasn't to sure about the content and where it was going and how, but as I progressed i found it to

be comforting and supportive. if you have faith then this book will help you find the focus, courage

and strength to do what you need help with. i am one that doesn't seem to have the continuous

focus needed to achieve a goal. this book is helping me. again, it won't do it for you but it will give

you the tools you need to succeed. happy reading to gain the inner strength and support you may

need. :)

I have read a few law of attraction books so I'm familiar with the idea, but this book brought in a new

angle that allows me to participate with more control over how to go about it. Reminding me to keep

it joyful and to go for how I'd like the outcome to feel instead of the physical manifestations. It has

taken several principals from other writings and brought them together in a very easy to relate to

way. I was left with a deep sense of calm and joy and a reawakening of beliefs and knowing that we

are indeed here to co-create with God. Thank you

Ease and fun read. For the already metaphysical spiritually minded. A reminder that the universe

has your back and you can be the boss of your life.

I love this book! I just bought it a few days ago. It's short, easy to read, and more importantly, you

can start using the suggestions in the book right away to impact your life. I started just asking my

angels to help me make dangerous left turns in heavy traffic and to allow me to be safe driving in

heavily, congested traffic. I was safe, and I made dangerous turns easily.My confidence of being

taken care of increased. I just call on my angels for whatever task I'm facing. I started talking to the

angels daily, and there's an ease and grace that's showing up in my life. I feel the heavens are with

me, and I call on my celestial team for any support that I need. This book is a godsend!

This is a very creatively written book by I am for certain a very creative author. I enjoyed reading this

book especially because it helps remind one that spiritually there is always help for one in the

spiritual realms. This is a very creative and enlightening book on connecting to the spiritual/celestial

realms for help and using your imagination to hire the celestial helpers for your everyday concerns

to tap into the universal energy for assistance. It is a very brief but informative and entertaining read.

Admittedly I was also persuaded by Janet's positive review of the book (thank you Janet) and am

glad to have purchased it. I would definitely have to agree that this is a practical guide to developing

working relationships with the spirits of creation and it gives interesting ideas on names to give for



committees that you would hire based on concerns and holding "meetings" regarding the help you

need. I personally have used some of the suggestions in this book and it has helped make my life

easier. Definitely consider this guide if you are in the process of deciding.

This book in a very easy way explains who we are and we are not alone and there is help for every

aspect of our lives if only we just ask. I've read several books with the same message but for some

reason this deeply resonated with me. From the first chapter I tried what Jean suggested and I saw

results right that same day. It's fun and easy and my life will be better because I hired the heavens!

Yay for this book and yay for Jean sharing and yay for all the angels who are just waiting for us to

hire them.

I knew about the God in Me but I'm just so blown away with how Mrs. Jean breaks it down so plain.

I'm thankful to come across this book. I will definitely keep my celestial team booked from now on.

This book has really opened my eyes. Thanks so much.
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